ONCE I WALKED IN THE SUN

4/4 1...2...1234

-Will Jennings/Ivan Guimares Lins

INTRO: |  |  | (X2)

Once I walked in the sun, you told me I was the one
All you left me is a song, I sing it now that you've gone

Who made this life so it is worth the sorrow
At least love in the songs, lasts for-ever

You said you felt the same, you reached out and whispered my name
Music only survives, in the melody we're alive

1. Promising me to-morrow (2nd verse)

2. Feeling it all to-gether, living inside a song

Once I walked in the sun, once I walked in the sun
I feel the light until my life is done
Once I Walked In the Sun

Lovers dance by the sea, and they're always you and me

And music soft as the night falls a-round us

Hope you're watching the stars, and the moonlight falls where you are

One time the music found us, one time we made a song

When we made love, what a perfect world we made to-gether

When we made love, how I wished that life went on and on

I feel the light until my life is done

Once I walked in the sun, once I walked in the sun

I feel the light until my life is done

Once I walked in the sun, once I walked in the sun

I feel the light until my life is done
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INTRO:  | DMA7 | Edim/D | (X2)

DMA7 Edim/D DMA7 Edim/D
Once I walked in the sun, you told me I was the one

DMA7 F#m7 Bm7 Em7 F#dim
Who made this life so it is worth the sorrow

Em B7b9 Em6 Bm6 A7sus
You said you felt the same, you reached out and whispered my name

C#m7b5 F#7 Bm7 A7sus
Promising me to-morrow

DMA7 Edim/D DMA7 Edim/D
All you left me is a song, I sing it now that you've gone

DMA7 F#m7 Bm7 Em7 F#dim
At least love in the songs, lasts for-ever

Em B7b9 Em6 Bm6 A7sus
Music only survives, in the melody we're alive

C#m7b5 F#7 Bm7 E7 A7sus DMA7
Feeling it all to-gether, living inside a song

Bm7 A Bm7 Em7 A7sus A7b9 DMA7
When we made love, what a perfect world we made to-gether

Bm7 A Bm7 Em7 A7sus A7b9 Am7 D7b5
When we made love, how I wished that life went on and on

GMA7 C9 F#m7 B7sus B7
Once I walked in the sun, once I walked in the sun

Fm7 Bb7 Em7 A7sus DMA7 Edim/D DMA7 Edim/D
I feel the light until my life is done
p.2. Once I Walked In the Sun

DMA7    Edim/D    DMA7    Edim/D
Lovers dance by the sea, and they're always you and me

    DMA7           F#m7    Bm7    Em7    F#dim
And music soft as the night falls a-round us

    Em           B7b9           Em6           Bm6   A7sus
Hope you're watching the stars, and the moonlight falls where you are

    C#m7b5           F#7           Bm7           E7   A7sus           DMA7
One time the music found us,           one time we made a song

    Bm7   A   Bm7   Em7           A7b9   DMA7
When we made love, what a perfect world we made to-gether

    Bm7   A   Bm7   Em7           A7b9   Am7   D7b5
When we made love, how I wished that life went on and on

    GMA7           C9   F#m7   B7sus   B7
Once I walked in the sun, once I walked in the sun

    Fm7   Bb7   Em7   A7sus   DMA7   Am7   D7b5
I feel the light until my life is done

    GMA7           C9   F#m7   B7sus   B7
Once I walked in the sun, once I walked in the sun

    Fm7   Bb7   Em7   A7sus   DMA7   Am7   D7b5
I feel the light until my life is done

    GMA7           C9   F#m7   B7sus   B7
Once I walked in the sun, once I walked in the sun

    Fm7   Bb7   Em7   A7sus   DMA7   Edim/D   DMA7   Edim/D   DMA7
I feel the light until my life is done